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Abstract
A full-cycle assessment of our efforts to improve quantitative reasoning in an introductory math course is described. Our initial iteration substituted more open-ended performance tasks for the active learning projects than had been used. Using a quasi-experimental design, we compared multiple sections of the same course and found non-significant gains on a pre/post, rubric-scored, measure of quantitative reasoning. Subsequent course modifications included more explicit emphasis on critical thinking as a course goal and extended experience with the rubric used to score the performance tasks. Results of the second iteration yielded stronger evidence for gains in quantitative reasoning and suggest that the impact of open-ended performance tasks is increased when supported by efforts that emphasize their importance.
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Introduction
There is wide agreement by many stakeholders that Critical Thinking (CT) and its disciplinary cousins such as quantitative reasoning (QR) should be one of the primary foci of an undergraduate education (Bok, 2006; Halpern, 1998; Jones, 1995). Pascarella & Terenzini (1991) emphasize CT skills as vital for students, especially as “factual knowledge becomes more obsolete,” and they transition to a world where they are expected to change careers multiple times, and often into jobs that do not yet exist. Critical thinking is mentioned in a majority of college mission statements, and Juniata College is no exception (http://www.juniata.edu/about/mission.html).

Definitions of CT vary. Some involve formal reasoning (e.g., Ennis, 1987; Mulnix, 2010; Paul & Elder, 2009), while others are less wedded to formal logic. Halpern (1998), for example, argues that CT “is the kind of thinking involved in solving problems, formulating inferences, calculating likelihoods, and making decisions.”

In addition to variations in the definition of CT, Williams, Oliver, & Stockdale (2004) distinguish between generic and discipline specific CT, and cite data which support this distinction. For example, although Dunwoody, Baney, & McKellop (2011) found significant correlations between generic measures of CT and a measure of critical thinking in psychology, the generic measures accounted for less than half of the variation in the
disciplinary measure. Similarly, Nelson, Golding, Drews, & Blazina (1995) found even weaker correlations between a generic measure of CT and a measure of problem solving in international relations. As efforts to improve CT most often take place in the context of particular disciplines, data such as these encouraged the development of CT definitions and measures that have a disciplinary focus. Our particular concern is with Quantitative Reasoning (QR), which also has many definitions (Garfunkel & Mumford, 2011, Madison, 2001, Shavelson, 2008). In the present study, we consider QR as CT in the mathematical domain, given the shared emphases in each on evaluating evidence, drawing conclusions, and problem solving. More precisely, our understanding of QR is operationalized in the scoring rubrics we use for assessment and training. These rubrics are extensions of the College Learning Assessment’s (CLA) definition of CT (“Architecture of the CLA Tasks,” n.d.). We also note that QR is sometimes also referred to as Quantitative Literacy or Numeracy (Madison & Steen, 2008; National Numeracy Network, 2011; Steen, 1997).

Many studies have focused on improving CT and, given the close relationship between CT and QR, advice given about improving one might plausibly apply to the other. At one extreme, some acknowledge (e.g., Halpern, 1998) that modest increases in critical thinking ability may occur by simply attending college, or having a disposition to CT. But many argue that a more focused approach is needed to produce significant improvement. Halpern (1998), for example, suggests a skills approach with focus on recognizing and applying individual skill components of her definition of CT. As a general approach that might help operationalize Halpern’s advice, Broadbear (2003) argues for courses across the curriculum that focus on facing students with ill-structured problems, ones that cannot be described with a high degree of completeness or solved with certainty. These are problems where experts may disagree. They have better or worse solutions, but no single right answer. Along this line, Shavelson (2008) has argued for “performance tasks” (PT), which not only are ill-defined and lack conclusive solutions, but also face students with information of varying relevance and veracity. Often called “authentic assessments”, these kinds of problems are one type of task in the CLA. Recently, Arum & Roksa (2011) have used PT to facilitate student learning. These arguments inspired us to use PT to improve students’ QR in a non-majors introductory math class and ultimately led us into a full-cycle assessment resembling that done by Blue, Taylor & Yarrison-Rice (2008).

To provide context for our study, Juniata College is a selective private liberal arts college with a student population of approximately 1500-1600 students. The average ACT score is 23. A majority of students come from Pennsylvania and surrounding states, but there is a significant national draw and approximately 10% of the student body are international students. Men represent 45% of the student body and students of color represent 10%. Approximately 30% are first generation college students.

As part of the college general education requirements, Quantitative Methods (QM) is an introductory course designed to serve students seeking to fulfill the college-wide quantitative literacy requirement. In an average year, five sections of the course serve a total of 120-150 primarily freshman and sophomores students. Approximately 35% of each graduating class takes this course. For many students, it is the only mathematics course they will take at Juniata. The main topics covered in the course include interpreting and creating graphs and statistics, personal finance, basic probability, sampling, and apportionment. Pedagogy focuses on active learning techniques and there is an emphasis on spreadsheet technology such as Microsoft Excel. The text used in all five sections, Quantitative Reasoning (Sevilla & Somers, 2007), aligns well with this pedagogy. Before beginning our experiment in fall 2009, all sections of the course employed daily labs to
supplement lectures as well as three more in-depth, open-ended projects. Analyzing student data for trends, weighing loan options and creating payment tables, and testing data for normality are examples of the content in these projects. On the first and last class days of the semester, attitudes toward mathematics, as well as quantitative skills were assessed. While students improved on these indices, the indices did not assess all facets of QR, which was part of the motivation for beginning this study.

**Study 1**

**Method**

The experimental design for Study 1 is presented in Table 1. Three sections of the course were involved. The first author taught the PT section, which employed performance tasks designed by that instructor. Each of the No PT sections was taught by a different instructor and both of those sections used the active learning tasks that had been traditional in QM. The only difference between the No PT sections was in the nature of the pretest. No PT/Quant Skills used the traditional pre test described above on the first day of classes. In contrast, the No PT/Pre Test and PT sections used a QR assessment modeled on the CLA In-the-Classroom tasks that use the “backward design” principles of Wiggins and McTighe (2005). Chun (2010) argues for this kind of active, ”authentic” assessment task and describes them as requiring ” . . . a complex, real-world challenge in which the scenario, role, process, and product are all authentic; they must then demonstrate that they have the skills and knowledge to complete the task.” Madison (2006), Garfunkel & Mumford (2011), and Shavelson (2008) also argue for this type of real world approach to teaching and assessing QR.

The particular performance task (PT) we used for both the pre and post test presented students with a brief description of an election year controversy over the health consequences of legislation to regulate two different artificial sweeteners. Students were assigned the role of advisors to one of the candidates and were given a document library containing five documents to use as the basis for their recommendation. The information in the documents was presented in various forms, including graphs and tables, and it varied with respect to relevance and credibility. Students were given the entire hour class period to read these documents and write essays to the following prompts:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instrument</th>
<th>Performance Task (PT)</th>
<th>No PT / Pre Test</th>
<th>No PT / Quant Skills</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre test</td>
<td>QR Assessment</td>
<td>QR Assessment</td>
<td>Traditional Quantitative Skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project 1</td>
<td>Performance Tasks,</td>
<td>Traditional</td>
<td>Traditional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project 2</td>
<td>based on CLA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post test</td>
<td>QR Assessment</td>
<td>QR Assessment</td>
<td>QR Assessment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Design for Study 1
Prompt 1: Pat Sauer claims that “banning aspartame would improve the health of the state’s citizens.” What are the strengths and/or limitations of Pat Sauer’s position on this matter? Based on the evidence, what conclusion should be drawn about Pat Sauer’s claim? Why? What specific information in the documents led you to this conclusion?

Prompt 2: Pat Sauer claims that “aspartame should be banned and replaced with sucralose.” What are the strengths and/or limitations of Pat Sauer’s position on this matter? Based on the evidence, what conclusion should be drawn about Pat Sauer’s claim? Why? Is there a better solution, and if so, what are its strengths and/or limitations? Be sure to cite the information in the documents as well as any other factors you considered (such as the quality of the research conducted on aspartame) that led you to this conclusion.

The instructions to students for the pre and post assessments were identical and were read to each class by the first author. As noted in Table 1, sections No PT/Pre Test and No PT/No Pre Test were taught as they had been before the start of the study. The fact that the only design difference between them is that No PT/Quant Skills section had the traditional pre test provides some information about the practice effect of doing the performance task used for the pre/post test twice. Table 1 also indicates that the projects used during the semester in the PT section were three CLA-type PTs. Each PT resembled the pre and post test in the sense that students were faced with multiple documents containing information presented in various forms, which varied in usefulness for the task at hand. During the semester though, these tasks were more directly focused on quantitative skills appropriate to that part of the course.

Student essays for pre and post tests were scored by means of rubrics such as that presented in appendix A, which operationalizes our definition of QR as critical thinking applied in the mathematical domain. The primary categories include: Evaluating evidence provided (“evaluating evidence”), Analysis/synthesis/conclusion (“conclusion”), Presenting/creating evidence (“create”), Acknowledging alternatives to their conclusion (“alternatives”), and Completeness (“completeness”). Score ranges on individual rubric dimensions varied with our ability to make distinctions in the quality of answers. While the rubric categories were stable across both studies 1 and 2, scoring details varied because of differences in the documents used in each study. The actual scoring of student essays was done with rubrics such as that presented in appendix A. The development of these rubrics was informed by the general advice of the Association of American Colleges and Universities (2009) and the CLA (2009) concerning the categories of critical thinking and by the recommendations of Boersma, Diefenderfer, Dingman & Madison (2011) and Madison & Dingman (2010) for making the transition from a holistic rubric to one suitable for scoring.

Students were told that the pre and post tests were course activities and that their participation was therefore required. However, they were also told that they could withhold their data from the analyses presented below and were asked to sign an informed consent statement that would allow the use of their data. Neither students nor faculty were randomly assigned to sections. A total of 61 students, all but one of those present on the day the pre test and quantitative skills test were administered agreed to participate; 7 men and 16 women in section PT, 8 men and 12 women in section No PT/Pre test, and 7 men and 11 women in section No PT/Quant skills. One student’s data was dropped because they were under 18 years old.
Results and Discussion

Before the pre and post test responses were scored, a faculty colleague not connected to the project randomized them, removed student identification, and created a code so that section membership could be recovered and pre/post scores reunited after scoring was complete. Both authors independently read and scored essays from students who had missed either the pre or post test and used discussions of these to sharpen the scoring rubric. These essays, missing their pre or post mate, were used only for training purposes and the data from them are not included in the analyses that follow. Actual scoring began with the independent scoring of sets of 10-12 essays by both authors. After each set, we compared scores on each dimension to track scoring reliability, resolve differences, and make final adjustments to the rubric. A total of 22 essays were scored this way before dividing the rest of the set to be scored independently by each author. For question 1, possible total scores ranged from 0-25. For question 2, the range was 0-24. Total scores for each rater, summed across questions, were correlated as one measure of inter-rater reliability: $r = 0.873$, $n = 22$, $p < 0.000$. Inter-rater reliability on individual dimensions was indexed by percent agreement. Across individual dimensions, scores were in complete agreement 63.6% of the time and within one 91.3% of the time. This approach to inter-rater reliability and our levels of agreement are consistent with a number of earlier studies using rubrics to assess student learning (e.g., Blue et al., 2008; Boersma et al., 2011; Stellmack, Konheim-Kalkstein, Manor, Massey, & Schmitz, 2009; Thaler, Kazemi, Huscher, 2009).

Scores for each dimension of the rubric have been combined across both student prompts for ease of exposition. Initial analyses compared post scores across all three sections using a series of one way ANOVAs. These analyses failed to reveal any significant differences between sections, on total scores or scores on any individual rubric dimension, all Fs<1.00 except for “complete,” $F(2,58) = 2.41$, $p = .098$. These results suggest that the performance tasks failed to have their intended impact on QR. The fact that No PT/Pre Test section was not better than No PT/Quant Skills section on any dimension also suggests the absence of a practice effect from taking the assessment twice.

The primary analyses used two way analyses of variance with repeated measure on one variable to compare pre/post changes for the PT and No PT/Pre Test sections. F values for these analyses are shown in Table 2.

Table 2.
Two Way ANOVA F values for Study 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Evaluating evidence</th>
<th>Conclusion</th>
<th>Create</th>
<th>Alternative</th>
<th>Complete-ness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre/post X Section Interaction</td>
<td>1.132</td>
<td>4.730*</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>0.866</td>
<td>2.556</td>
<td>1.954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre/post X main effect</td>
<td>0.073</td>
<td>0.0264</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>0.867</td>
<td>1.839</td>
<td>0.598</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section main effect</td>
<td>0.378</td>
<td>0.897</td>
<td>0.808</td>
<td>1.713</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.670</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. all df 1,41; * $p < .05$; all other $p > .17$
The most compelling evidence for a PT effect would be in the form of interactions between section and pre/post that showed more improvement for the PT section. Although the pattern of results for total scores was consistent with this expectation, with scores in the PT section appearing to increase from pre (M = 15.1, SD 4.8, n = 23) to post (M = 16.4, SD = 6.7, n = 23) and scores in the No PT/Pre Test section appearing to decline from M = 17.0 (SD = 6.8, n = 20) to M = 16.3 (SD = 4.8, n = 20), the interaction failed to reach significance. In addition there was no overall pre/post difference or an overall difference between sections.

Analyses of individual rubric dimensions showed a similar pattern with the exception of “evaluating evidence”. In this one case, there was an unexpected interaction, produced by greater pre/post improvement in the No PT/Pre Test section. Overall, however, there was no pre/post main effect, or main effect of section. For “conclusion”, there was no interaction, no pre/post effect, and no difference between sections. Similarly, for “create” there was no interaction, no pre/post difference, and no between sections main effect. For “alternatives”, the pattern was the same, with no interaction, no pre/post effect, and no difference between sections. For “completeness”, there was no interaction, no pre/post effect, and no difference between sections.

Final course averages failed to correlate with total scores on the post test in all three sections ($r_{PT} = .139, n = 23, p = 0.526$, $r_{No PT/Pre Test} = .021, n = 20, p = 0.931$, $r_{No PT/Quant Skills} = .187, n = 18, p = 0.458$). While differences in grading practices across sections preclude any single explanation, it is clear that there is no close connection between the goal of critical thinking and the reward of a good course grade.

The absence of significant interactions, differences between sections, or improvement from pre to post tests provided scant evidence for the impact of the PT manipulation. On the other hand, the fact that the pattern of cell means on each dimension other than “evaluating evidence” resembled that for total scores, with at least marginally greater improvement in the PT section than the No PT/Pre Test section encouraged us to examine and adjust our approach for another iteration of the study.

**Study 2**

The results of Study 1 suggested that performance tasks by themselves were insufficient to produce the QR gains we had hoped for. Others have produced such gains. Kaddoura (2011) found significant improvement on a global measure of CT in nursing students following practice with case based learning. But the amount of practice he provided was much greater, spread throughout the entire three year program. On the other hand, Blessing & Blessing (2010) produced modest gains in their disciplinary measure of CT in psychology through a much shorter series of “PsychBusters” exercises that required students to evaluate the status of psychological findings that might appear in news reports. Though the amount of practice on these exercises was similar to what we provided, they had a much larger sample size which conferred greater statistical power. As our opportunities were confined to a single course with fewer students, we sought other avenues to increase the impact of PT. Guided by Blue et al. (2008) and van Gelder (2005), we made several adjustments for the second iteration. In general, these involved more explicit and repetitive emphasis on QR as a course goal and explicit repeated experience with the general and scoring versions of the QR rubric.
Method
Two sections of MA 103 provided the students for Study 2. The experimental design for Study 2 omitted No PT/Quant Skills section, but was otherwise identical with Study 1. All students present on the day the pre test was administered signed consent forms allowing us to use their data. The PT section had 28 graded pre/post pairs (8 men, 20 women) while there were 25 graded pre/post pairs in the No PT section (7 men, 18 women). In addition, four students completed either the pre or post test, but not both. These protocols were used to train scorers and sharpen the scoring rubric. The No PT section was taught by a different instructor than in Study 1 but covered the same material, used the same textbook, used similar assignments, and was taught using the same active learning pedagogy as the No PT/Pre Test section in Study 1. The PT section was modified in several ways for Study 2:

- The course syllabus was modified with an increased emphasis placed on QR, in order to increase its legitimacy as a course goal. Lectures and course notes, while covering the same content as during Study 1, were occasionally modified to reinforce this emphasis.
- Prior to the first performance task during the semester, teams of students were asked to create a rubric for “chips,” and then given a variety of snacks to score with their rubric. A discussion of rubrics ensued, concluding with a presentation of a generalized version of the QR rubric. The rubric was then discussed before each remaining performance task to promote an understanding of our definition of QR.
- During the semester, after each task was graded, a detailed scoring rubric and student responses were returned. Additional experience with the rubric was provided during discussions, which included examples of low and high scoring samples of student work for each rubric dimension.
- Modest revisions of the performance tasks used as projects, guided by the generalized rubric, helped sharpen the focus of the performance tasks on particular dimensions of the rubric.

As in Study 1, a pre/post test was administered by the first author on the first day of class and during the last week of class. In contrast to Study 1, the assigned role of the students was switched from an advisor for one of the candidates to an intern at a non-partisan foundation, to avoid the possibility of that their prior role constrained their responses. In addition, some simplifying wording changes were made, one document was adjusted to require more quantitative analysis, another document was dropped, and the two prompts were combined into one. As before, students were given the entire class period to write their responses.

Results
To establish inter-rater reliability, 30 protocols were selected at random in sets of 10 and independently scored by both authors. For total scores, which could range from 0-21, \( r = .927, \; n = 30, \; p < .000 \). Scores on individual dimensions of the rubric (see appendix A) also showed high levels of inter-rater reliability, with independent scores within one at least 89% of the time on each scale. After scores on each set of 10 protocols were compared, discussion resolved disagreements. The remaining protocols were scored by one or the other of the authors.
As in Study 1, the primary analyses used PT/No PT x pre/post two way ANOVAs with repeated measures on one factor. In addition, given the expectation of greater improvement in the PT section, planned pre/post comparisons were performed on each section.

The interaction for “total scores” approached significance, $F(1,51) = 3.360, p = .073$. Cell means for this interaction are presented in Fig 1. Planned comparisons showed pre/post improvement in the PT section, $F(1,51) = 15.568, p = .000, d = .796$, but not in the No PT section, $F(1,51) = 1.455, p = .233$. Overall, there was a main effect reflecting improvement from pre to post, $F(1,51) = 12.864, p = .001$, and a main effect showing better overall performance in the PT section, $F(1,51) = 6.911, p = .011$.

For “evidence”, although the interaction was not significant, $F(1,51) = 1.241, p = .271$, planned comparisons showed improvement in the PT section, $F(1,51) = 6.054, p = .017, d = .434$, but not in No PT section, $F(1,51) = 0.628, p = .432$. The cell means are shown in Fig 2. Overall, post scores were larger than pre scores, $F(1,51) = 5.134, p = .028$ and the PT section out-performed the No PT section, $F(1,51) = 6.307, p = .015$.

For “conclusion”, the interaction was not significant, $F(1,51) = 0.748, p = .391$. Planned comparisons on the means presented in Fig 3 showed improvement in the PT section, $F(1,51) = 9.670, p = .003, d = .789$, and improvement that approached significance in No PT section, $F(1,51) = 3.057, p = .086$. There was overall improvement from pre to post, $F(1,51) = 11.605, p = .002$, but no overall difference between sections, $F(1,51) = 2.922, p = .092$. 
The interaction for “create” also failed to reach significance, $F(1,51) = 0.484$, $p = .489$.

Planned comparisons on the means shown in Fig 4 indicate significant progress in both the PT section, $F(1,51) = 13.553$, $p = .001$, $d = .693$, and the No PT section, $F(1,51) = 6.355$, $p = .015$, $d = .732$. Consistent with this, there was an overall main effect for pre/post, $F(1,51) = 19.017$, $p = .000$. The main effect for section approached significance, $F(1,51) = 3.493$, $p = .067$ with somewhat higher scores in the PT section.

The analysis for “alternatives” indicated an interaction that approached significance, $F(1,51) = 3.341$, $p = .073$. Despite the appearance of the means in Fig. 5, planned comparisons show no significant change for either the PT section, $F(1,51) = 1.190$, $p = .280$, or the No PT section, $F(1,51) = 2.202$, $p = .144$. In addition, there was no overall pre to post improvement, $F(1,51) = 0.109$, $p = .743$ and no difference between sections, $F(1,51) = 0.962$, $p = .331$. 
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The cell means for “complete” are shown in Fig 6. The interaction for these means did not reach significance, \( F(1,51) = 2.834, p = .098 \), but planned comparisons showed improvement in the PT section, \( F(1,51) = 6.009, p = .018, d = .584 \), and none in No PT section, \( F(1,51) = 0.000, p = 1.000 \). Overall, pre/post improvement approached significance, \( F(1,51) = 2.834, p = .098 \). The performance of the PT section was marginally better than that of No PT section, \( F(1,51) = 2.910, p = .094 \).

Looking across these analyses, the pattern of greater improvement in the PT section than No PT section is present on total scores and on three individual dimensions (“evidence”, “conclusion” and “complete”). On “create” that pattern fails to obtain only because both sections show improvement. It is worth noting that “create” is the only dimension that shows pre/post change in the No PT section. Given the emphasis on learning basic manipulations of numerical data in all the versions of this course, improvement on this dimension is not surprising. More generally, these data are consistent with the notion that performance tasks, combined with the other course changes made to the PT section in Study 2, can produce significant improvement in QR. The only rubric dimension that failed to show significant improvement in the PT section was “alternatives”, which, on reflection, received relatively little emphasis during the course.

As in Study 1, final course averages were correlated with total post QR scores. In section NO PT, \( r = .102, n = 25, p = 0.628 \). In section PT however, course averages did correlate with total QR scores, \( r = 0.455, n = 28, p = .015 \). This suggests the possibility that the incentive of course grades might have helped facilitate QR in Study 2 more than they did in Study 1. The only conscious change in grading in the PT section was that in Study 1, two of the PTs were team projects with shared grades while in Study 2 just one of the PTs was a team project.

In Study 2, since we recorded how much time students took to finish both the pre and post tests in both sections, we correlated time spent with scores on each of the rubric dimensions. In general, as one would expect, scores improved as students spent more time on either test. On the pre test, time spent was positively related to the total score, \( r = .311, n = 53, p = .023 \), “conclusion”, \( r = .333, n = 53, p = .015 \), “create”, \( r = .334, n = 53, p = .014 \), and “completeness”, \( r = .311, n = 53, p = .023 \). Time spent was not related to “evidence”, \( r = .182, n = 53, p = .191 \), or “alternatives”, \( r = -.055, n = 53, p = .003 \). On the post test, time spent was positively related to total score, \( r = .398, n = 53, p = .003 \), “evidence”, \( r = .396, n = 53, p = .003 \), “conclusion”, \( r = .399, n = 53, p = .003 \), “alternatives”, \( r = .329, n = 53, p = .016 \), and “completeness”, \( r = .426, n = 53, p = .001 \). Time spent was less strongly related to “create” \( r = .252, n = 53, p = .068 \). Not surprisingly, these correlations suggest that student motivation to engage the task posed by the pre and post test contributes to their QR scores.

**Summary and Concluding Discussion**

We believe that we have produced significant improvements in QR using a combination of performance tasks, emphasis on QR as a course goal, and explicit attention to the definition of that goal via repeated experience with the rubric that operationalizes it. The most compelling evidence of our success is the planned comparisons from Study 2 that show greater pre/post gains in the PT section than in the No PT section.
There are potential alternative explanations for these QR gains. One might be that the instructor of the QR section was simply more successful. Though we cannot rule out such an explanation, other successful studies with manipulations similar to ours (e.g., Blessing & Blessing, 2010), especially ones that use the same instructor across groups (Kaddoura, 2011) argue for the importance of method over instructor differences. Another is the possibility that, since students were not assigned at random, the QR section was graced with better students. This possibility is weakened by the pre/post planned comparisons. These analyses ignore possible student differences at the beginning of the term and focus on changes that took place within students during the course. A third possibility is that students in the PT section were more motivated than those in the non PT section. Time spent on task is a plausible index of motivation, one that is positively correlated with QR scores. And students in the PT section did spend more time than those in No PT section. These time differences between sections might explain QR differences between sections, but they cannot explain the QR gains in the PT section or the lack of same in No PT section. The reason for this is that students within each section spent the same amount of time on the pre test as they did on the post test.

A final issue is whether our success in Study 2 might be understood as simply "teaching to the test." While we believe this could be a fair criticism of content based assessments, where teaching to the test might mean providing the content answers ahead of time, we do not believe it to be applies well here. First, we would point out that although the rubrics used during the course had the same general categories as the one used to score the post test, each had details appropriate to the particular PT. Similarly, the PT documents used during the course differed from those in the pre/post test. Thus training and test were not identical and at least some generalization of training was needed to produce our scoring gains. More generally, we do not think “teaching to the test” is a fair criticism of any skills based assessment. Consider a physical skill such as shooting a jump shot in basketball or hitting a forehand in tennis. The most obvious way to produce such a skill is to give people extended practice under a variety of conditions, including conditions that resemble game conditions as much as possible. We do not think that skill development resulting from this training is less genuine because the coaching techniques are "teaching to the test". Likewise, we believe that QR reasoning is a skill that is most likely to show measurable improvements after similarly pointed practice.

If one accepts the proposition that we have produced real gains in QR, it is difficult to be very precise about the causes of those gains. There are good reasons to believe that the practice at QR provided by the performance tasks is very important (Blessing & Blessing, 2010; Kaddoura, 2011; Mayes, Bonilla, & Peterson, Wiggins, 2001). That said, the results from Study 1 do not provide convincing evidence that, by themselves, performance tasks are enough, at least within the bounds of the practice we provided. There are also reasons to believe that introducing students to the rubric and giving them practice using it made an important contribution (e.g., Blue et al., 2008). Although we have argued that the motivational effects reflected in time spent on the pre/post task can’t explain the gains in QR during the semester, we do believe that instructor enthusiasm and efforts to highlight the importance and legitimacy of QR as a course goal are not irrelevant to student motivation and to our success. Finally, we would note that course grades might provide a powerful way to legitimize QR or any other course goal. Telling students that QR is important may be more believable if improvements in it lead to better grades. The fact that course averages were not correlated with QR scores in Study 1 but positively related in Study 2 may have contributed to our greater success in Study 2.
Our results agree with Blue et al. (2008) and Blessing and Blessing (2010) that gains in CT/QR are achievable within the confines of a semester-long course. However, our experience in Study 1 also argues that Tsui (1999) and Pascarella & Terrenzini (2005) are correct when they suggest that such gains are not easy to achieve. As suggested by van Gelder (2005) and Broadbear (2003), the more explicitly one pursues such a goal and the more course elements are directed at that goal, the greater the reward is likely to be.

Although our results are consistent with a number of earlier efforts and generally act to confirm advice previously given, we believe that our quasi-experimental design is methodologically more convincing than successful demonstrations based on single-group pre/post comparisons. In particular, showing pre/post gains in the PT section and lack of same in a substantially parallel No PT section, especially one with some emphasis on active learning experiences, is more convincing than the pre/post gains of the PT section by themselves.

And finally, evidence of domain specificity in critical thinking (Dunwoody, et al., 2011, Nelson, et al., 1995), argues for circumspection with regard to our conclusions, which apply most clearly in the context of reasoning in a quantitative domain. At the same time, the fact that the pedagogical advice that emerges from our study is so similar to that from quite different domains (Blue et al., 2008, Ennis, 1993, Halpern, 1998) holds some promise that it may be more generally useful.
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